
Hartree-Fock calculations for your project

It is time to start working on the projects.
From now on, please prepare your project-related homework assignments in an electronic

form, and make sure you address my feedback.
Write a brief outline of the project explaining your motivation, model system, and ques-

tions you intend to address. Be specific. For example, do not say “see what happens”, rather
“observe the effect of XXX on observable YYYY”. Discuss briefly what type of calculations
you will eventually setup, and what quantities would be of most interest for you and why.

The first step in almost every ab initio study is the Hartree-Fock calculations along with
a detailed analysis of the results.

To obtain a reasonable starting geometry, optimize your system with RI-MP2/cc-pVTZ
(only for closed-shell systems) and/or wB97X-D. Analyze the structure and compare the
computed structural parameters to reference data (e.g., typical bondlength of each type,
etc).

Then use this structure and perform single-point Hartree-Fock calculations. What would
we like to learn from these calculations?

• Perform single-point HF/STO-3G calculations (or similar-quality ECP calculations if
you have elements beyond 2nd row) and analyze the orbitals, electronic configuration,
symmetry, bonding picture/Lewis structure, etc.

• Perform HF/6-31G* single-point calculations. Analyze the resulting properties (Koop-
mans IP, dipole moment, etc).

• Increase the basis set. How fast do Hartree-Fock calculations converge with respect to
the basis set? Are the polarization/diffuse functions important? How does basis set
affect geometries, HOMO-LUMO gap, charge distribution?

• Optimize the structure with HF/cc-pVTZ, compare with the original structure. How
do important structural parameters change? What does it mean?

This is generic list of questions, and there will be more pointed questions for your project.
For example, if you study clusters, you can discuss how cluster interactions affect monomers,
and also characterize the cluster MOs in terms of the ones of the monomers. If you are
interested in a reaction, you will need to characterize both reactants and products. Feel free
to stop by my office to discuss your ideas. This assignment is due next Thursday.

General guidelines for the final project

• Start with the introduction (be brief but specific). Clearly state the goal of your
calculations.

• In the next section, present and explain qualitative molecular orbital framework, elec-
tronic configuration and bonding picture (Lewis structure) of the ground and, if rel-
evant, lowest excited states. If relevant, analyze symmetry (MOs, electronic states,
vibrations).
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• If appropriate, characterize structures and frequencies using DFT. What did you learn
from these calculations?

• If relevant, describe lowest excited states (CIS and Koopmans). If relevant, discuss
general properties first (e.g., symmetry imposed selection rules and degeneracies, etc),
and only then proceed to the numbers.

• Now, when we understand the system, proceed to your project question. Explain what
calculations you perform to answer your question, what results did you obtain, and
how you interpret them, i.e., what does it all mean.

• Make sure you clearly describe type of calculations performed. Ask yourself if you
provide sufficient details for someone else to reproduce your results.

• Summarize the relevant data in tables (pay attention to significant digits) and also
present them graphically. Discuss which trends you observed and what does it mean.
In total energies, show six digits after decimal point. Bond lengths: show 3 digits
after decimal point. Excitation/ionization energies: present in eV, show 2 digits after
decimal point. If available, compare against the experiment or higher-level methods.

• In conclusions, make sure you critically assess the quality and reliability of your results.

• The drafts of the projects are due on Monday, December 1st (there also will be inter-
mediate project-related assignments). You will present your results in short talks on
December 2 and 4. At that time, I will give you my feedback and return your drafts.
The final projects are due on Monday, December 11th.
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